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run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced ta 5c
Classified Advertising
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the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Jlox 20
words to 10.
Albunuet·que, N.M. 87106
TERblS: :Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

BOX 11
Box Office Opens
11:55 PM
Feature
12:10 AM

Suddenly SHE was caught·
up in a whirlpool of desires.
Would HE take her

ALL

DO YOU BITFJ your nails? Would you
like to stop? A limited number of peo ..
p]e nrc b~ing acc~ptcd in an experiment
to stop nail biting, Under tl ~ auspices
o£ UNM }'sy~hology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2103 for aPPointmont. 11/6
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants.
Fringe Jackets. Fringe Vests, a.nd
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.
·
SENlOR-Be sure and hnve your class
picture taken for the Mirage~ No charge
-three poses, three Prints. Call 2775743 to schedule it at your convenience.
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Students $1.50
12:0S 3211 Ccotral NE
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6,45
8:05
9:25
10:45

9801 Candalaria NE 296-5571

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry

Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E,
247.()836
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S3.U5
plus PouchC-"-P.O.
25c handling , ·. \~.,.
to: Hip
Box 63b, L<>J Lunns,
New Mexico 87031.
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"Der biggest name in
·Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810
N.E. 268-4147
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STATHIS GIAUEUS •Wntlen, Prlllluced and Diretled by

EliAf.AZAH

Presented by WARNER BROS. B"
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ASUNM FILM COMMinEE

Sopaipillc;s

Burritos

DAllY

SOc

you can SEE

anything you want

~iicl's

RISTA1I1JMNTW
ARLO GUTHRIE ~·

starring
COLOR by Deluxe

Tostados
Frijoles

OPEN
II AM.

7 & 10 p.m.

DOW

Tacos

Chilib~rgers

Tonight
ID Required
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SERVICES

LOVING CHILD CARE, day or ni!rht
My home-4909 Glendale Rr., NW. 242~
0439. 11/7
WILL SIT your small child nnd parlc your
rur. Hl2il Homn NE. 11/21

FORSALE

~;;:,._

MARTIN 0-18 guitar with ooft shell ~ase
exet>llontcondit!on. $180. 277·5468.11/6 '
FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
with extended front end, custom aeat,
bar and tank set up. Top end .recently
worked over.. Needs n. !ew very minor
job;, done. $218. Owner also ls looking
for a Harley rigid !rnme for n 74.
Phone 277-5011 Grant nfter 6 p.m. Monday through Thurr;day nnd Sunday afternoon.
USED 1969 BMW 2002. White with blue
interior. 18,000 miles: very (;ood condition, Contact Gerhard Motors, 255·5549,
'65 PLYMOUTH FUR.Y III, 383. Loaded.
New tires. $1250. 243-7168.
1967 Dodge Monaco, four door hardtop,
$1760. 243.0316. 11/7
200 USED TV'a, all styks, Save today
441 Wyoming NE, 265·5987. 11/27
•
l<'OU SALE as ls BMW Isctta $40 2062418.
1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great condition, air conditioning, 2 snkr. radio.
344-36li4 after 4 prn,
1967 MUSTANG. 12,000 mi!C9. Like new
298-4878. Sec anytime. Mel D!Ulie!J, 11/11
1968 HONDA SCRAMBLER 125-<'xcellcnt
eond, 2 helmets. ~325. 243-0846. ll/10 ·
1065 TRIUMPH 650 ec. Gall 842·1815 or
842·9842 between 6-10. 11/12
TWO .small wooden ART CASES wlth
hand!«!, S2 each; one lartrc metal painting or drawinY. ca.se with handle, $3; onelarge drawing !Jonrd with hnndl~ nnd CUll,
$3.50. Call Weekends or after V p.m. dnily
265-6548.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

WANTED: Advertising Manager for small
newspaper to work on commisaion only.
. Call 268·9541. 11/7
CAN USE two undergraduate men, with
car to help in my work. 25 hr.-$66.91 to
start. Call Friday 3·5 p.tn. only. 247-9003,
11/6
JOB OPPOR'I'UNITY: Mayor. Over a
dozen vacancies created thig Year by
voluntary drop outs. Qualifications: thi<k
skin, endless patfenc~. Degree in Confrorttation. lrtinor in Jaw and order nlso
helpful. Inter"" ted 7 Meet four retiring
H,A R. PER'S MAGAZINE, America's
F1rat Monthly. On sale now.
PART-TIME CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE. Put up adv. posters, cnrn $5-$10
Per hour. No selling. Write Univ, PuiJ..
l!eationa, Bol< 201.33, Denver, Colo 80220
for details. 11/13
REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED to sell
Volkswagen bus tours or Europe In Sum.
mer, 197()-$100AO commission pet
Also, opportumt.cs available to drive
bus., "" summer employment. Write VW
Advcntur.,, P.O. Bol< 71!99 Atistin
Texas" '78712.
'
'

•Ill.,.

Regents

A total gas!"

-Albert Johnson. S.F. International Film Festival

""

IIDY
\VIBBOL'S
LOIESOIII

COWBOYS

'lonesome Cowboys' is a
magnificent and very
funny satire of the
American Western
that is liberally
seasoned with our
favorite 4, 8,10 and
12·1etter words and a
cornucopia of nudity
and sexual carryings-on
that is-in combination
.-perhaps unprecedented!"
- Woss•rmrm. S.f. CHRONICLE

IN EASTMAN COLOR

iXTPERSONS UNDER 18
L JNOT ADMITIED

STARS: VIVA, TAYLOR MEAD, TOM HOMPERTZ, ERIC EMERSON, JOE D'AlESSAHDRO

7:15 & 9:20p.m.

Sev\!ral UNM faculty members praised the
University Regents at a meeting Friday of the
Legislative Universities Investigating
Committee.
Marion Cotrell, chairman of the Faculty
Policy Committee, said criticism of the
Regents, faculty, and administration stem from
"misunderstanding." He said running a
university is a process of delegation of
authority, "but the Regents have final
authority, and reserve the right of final action."
Cottrell said the delegation of authority at
UNM is "done in a responsible manner."
"Cooperation"
He said there is a "high degree of
cooperation," at the University, and much of
the misunderstanding of UNM stems from the
news media "blowing up the dissent at the
University."
Mechanical Engineering Professor Richard
Dove said the Regents are given and have final
authority in UNM's administration. Dove said
he couldn't guarantee another poem
controversy would not arise, but he felt it is up
to the faculty of each department to see it
doesn't. "The senior faculty memberS of each
department must be responsible for curricula
control in each school," said Dove.
Committee Chairman I. M. Smalley,
D·Luna - Hidalgo • Sierra, asked Dove if there
were any guidelines set up in the engineering
department for department chairman. Dove
said there was "no long, involved statement of
responsibilities, but this poses no problems."
No Guarantee
Sociology Professor Richard Tomasson also
said he could not guarantee there would be no
more poem controversies, but that UNM has
been "very quiet" compared to other college
and University campuses.
Armond Seidler, a physical education
professor, said he has "great regard" for the
Regents, and "they have a willingness to do
what must be done for the University."
Several faculty members were questioned

Regen~s Take
·KEIR SENTA LILLI
DULLEA·BERGER·PALMER

"~

Professors Appear Before Investigating Group

265-4759

He made evil an art ...

.,

Regents Norris Bradbury and Walter Wolf discuss the proposal for a
graduate student government separate from ASUNM. Bradbury later
voted against formation of the Graduate Student Association. (See
page 3)
Lobo photo by Chester Painter

Witnesses Praise U Regents
"Outrageously Iunny!

No.40

City Police Use

.2>elu~ B"'UfB"'4

IRONiNa-=-humane~-ra-;t-.,-.-p:-ick:-u-p-~
livery. Bagworm and Washerwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/6

5)
Genuine Indian bucJ;:sldn
hip pouches 6'" x 9'•
suede Crimson - hand
for belt
made money
- slits order
.MnH
fo;

"BEST PICTURE"
"BEST DIRECTOR"
"BEST STORY
AND
SCREENPLAY"

.
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LOST: URGENT Art Ed lesson plans in
manila folder. 242-1857 evenings. 11/13

IJDliL'rCitlftiA!

ACADEMY AWARDS
NOMINEE:

LOST&FOUND

FOUND: leather case with key on lnwn
outside Sara R<Yttolds Hall, morning of
Oct. 28. 842·1369,
LOST Wed. night in the university area:
bJnck, female kitten with olive green
eyes, about six months oJd. No collnr~
Reward. 842-5418.
LOST: NOTEBOOK, MATH 265. Pleasa
call Dava Thomas, 242-6424. Reward.
11/10

PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
Stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE

Y.

1

+u-~M-~Q-tlll-u~-w~-u~-u~-~~~-~~~-~M-n-u~-~~•-""-uii-~·-~4-~~-Ptl-uu- 1m-.u~-·+

GUAYMAS-SAN CARLOS: Trip planned
by ALBUQUERQUE SOUBA DIVERS
during Christmns nnd semester bre~ks.
Interested'/ Come to our next meeting,
F.riday, November 7, 7 P.M •• HC"spitalitY
Room of First National Bank Buildingw
East, or call 842-9210. 11/7

2)

THE WAY
.

ROOM /,it BOARD FREE, Private kitchen
and buth and $15 exchange for babysitting. Five nights per wee!<, C:nll 242-2445,
11/10
1'WO RIDERS to Minnesota, I.eave 11/21,
return 11/29. Share gas. 877·1792. 11/14
CHRISTMAS-shop the easy Avon way
from your campus Avon representative,
Call Margaret at 242-6407. 11/18

I

,
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No Action
On WAC

Withdrawal

about their views on the advisability of using
the "Love Lust Poem" in the classroom.
Chemistry department Chairman Raymond
Castle termed the poem "inappropriate" for
classroom use, and said he sees "no value in it."
"Not Inappropriate"
Psychology Professor Karl Koenig said the
poem was not inappropriate because it didn't
go beyond the limits of academic freedom. He
said a subject goes beyond the limits of
academic freedom "when it is demeaning or
humiliating to other people."
Smalley said the legislative committee is not
interested in the policies of academic freedom,
but in whether or not there will be more poem
controversies, He said the committee will try to
see there are no more incidents that will "raise
public ire."
He also said he didn't think the Regents
"have done a bang-up job."
Praises UNM
Tomasson praised UNM because the
University has developed procedures for
bringing students into the role of decision
making more than in any other part of the
state. He said a recent poll showed that a "great
majority" of the people in Albuquerque think
UNM is "doing a good job."
Frank McGuire, a past ASUNM president
speaking for the UNM Concerned Alumni,
presented three points which the alumni think
are important to the University.
McGuire said the alumni suggest "the
committee reiterate the importance of
permitting universities to provide forum for the
exchange of ideas and that the legislature
should recognize that controversy will naturally
and healthily follow."
Second, said McGuire, the alumni
recommend that the legislature not pass any
new legislation concerning the University.
The alumni group's third point y.ras that
controversy is a "hallmark" that the University
is doing its job.

The University Regents Saturday
heard a request from ASUNM Senator
Frank Lihn for UNM to withdraw from
the Western Athletic Conference (WAC),
but decided to take no action on the
request pending receipt of additional
information.
Lihn, who presented a resolution
calling for either BYU's expulsion from
the WAC ·or UNM's withdrawal, told the
Regents it is a "disservice" to black
athletes for BYU to continue to be a
member of the conference.
Regents President Arturo Ortl)ga,
however, said the Regents should not
take any action at this time because the
WAC itself is discussing the problem
·created by BYU's membership.
Ferrel Heady, University president,
added that because of existing contracts
between UNM and other WAC schools it
would be impossible for UNM to
withdr11w. from the. conference prior to
June 1971.
Heady said any decisiordor voluntary
withdrawal of UNM from the conference

By STEPHEN M. PART
The local bureau chief of the Associated Press (AP),
Howard Graves, reported Wednesday to a UNM
journalism class that Albuquerque Police Officers had
used false identity press credentials during the Oct. 15
Moratorium Day demonstrations.
Graves felt this to be a serious infringement of
Constitutional guarantees of freedom of the press. He
said, "Many real reporters were taken for police." He
believed this would seriously effect the credibility of
news media representatives.
One officer .reportedly carried a press card, with a
pseudonym, that identified him as an Asssociated Press
photographer. For this reason the falsification came to
Graves' attention, since Albuquerque AP people carry no
local police press cards.
Graves said that when he confronted Albuquerque
Police Department Chief Shaver with the reports Shaver
replied, "It was done in haste and would not be done
again."
A local United Press International (UPI) source, said
that he had come across seemingly false AP press
credentials some two years ago at an Alianza meeting.
Chief Shaver stated in a telephone interview, "I know
nothing of this Alianza business. And as for this other
matter, that was a personal conversation with Mr. Graves
and I have no further comment."
Capt. Vance, of Police Community Relations, said he
knew nothing of the incident. Vance went on to say he
felt press credentials had no official status and since they
were used "maybe once a year to get into something" no
real problem exists.
Prof. Anthony Hillerman, chairman of the journalism
department, expressed concern at the police attitude. He
stated that one of the reasons press credentials axe
beginning to have so little consequence are that police
agencies, including the FBI, have been using false press
credentials to gain information and photographs.
.,

t.

'·
World Peace

would have to be conveyed to conference
officials prior to Sept, 1 "to be effective
in June of the next year."
Lihn said UNM's continued association
with BYU created a situation whereby
the University is being accused of
supporting racism. He said the
fundamental question involved whether
or not "when an athlete signs a contract
or an athletic scholarship does he cease to
be a man?"
"Is he then something to be used at
the coach's whim or is he still a man?"
Lihn asked,
Student Senator Sandra Heide also
told the Regents UNM's association with
BYU might appear as official "sanction''
of racist policies of BYU and the Mormon
Church.
"I think if we could get a statement
that our association with the WAC does
not constitute sanction of this policy, it
would help," she said. .
Heady replied, "I am willing to go on
record to this effect at any time. I don't
think that there's any question· but that

·Loho 'phOto

by Chester , a'·"""

Swami Vishnu·Devananda,
above, last night spoke on "World
Order and Peace," in the Union
ballroom.
the WAC faces a very serious situation .. ,
but I don't think it can be solved at this
point.''
Heady told the committee a vote to
expel BYU from the WAC would require
approval of six of the eight schools in the
conference.
Heady also explained that last spring
the student body had rejected a Senate
resolution calling for a split with BYU.
He added UNM should wait to see what
the WAC itself decides before the
University takes any action. He said he
had' not received any recommendations
from the University Athletic Council.
Regents Dr. L. H. Wilkinson and Dr.
Norris Bradbury both said they would
like to know whether or not alleged ·
discrimination against black athletes
'Visiting BYU was part of BYU's otficial
policy or whether it came from people
outside the University.
Faculty Policy Committee Chairman
Marion Cottrell also told the Regents his
committee would "take up the·
WAC·BYU problem shortly."

;·
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The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer·
sity year by the Boord of Student Pub·
licotions of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Print~d
b)' the UNM Printing Plant with second
closs postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106, Sl¢scription role is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
versity of New Mexico,

Editorial

The Press Impersonators
Associated Press bureau . chief Howard
Graves' disclosure that Albuquerque police
officers used fake press credentials during
the Oct. 15 Moratorium Day peace
demonstrations shows a shocking lack of
ethics on the part of Albuquerque Police
Chief Paul E. Shaver.
Shaver later· told Graves the action had
been taken in haste and assured him it would
not be repeated, but that assurance was
shadowed by reports of a similar falsification
of press credentials at an Alianza meeting
two years ago.
It seems that the penalty for
impersonating a bona fide newsman should
be at least as severe as the penalty for
impersonating a police officer - the effects
" of such an impersonation are probably more
damaging and long-range.
The most serious result of such police
misconduct is the damage it does to the
reputation and the effectiveness of the mass
media. Newsmen are placed at a serious
disadvantage in news gathering if they are
suspected to be police or police informants.
Members of the press - especially the
college press - are frequently approached by
police as information sources. Members of

The Lobo staff have in recent years been
offered unspecified "rewards" by members
of the Albuquerque vice and intelligence
squad in return for information about
various campus organizations and
individuals.
We have regarded such approaches as
insults and have even made efforts to inform
students of the names and intentions of the
police officers who were interested in their
on and off-campus activities.
Our action in this regard has simply been
a reaction to what we felt was an odious
attempt to encourage betrayal of our news
sources and to incorporate us as an
extension of the police undercover network.
We are concerned when we receive
confirmed and unconfirmed reports of
police undercover work on the University
campus, but we are appalled when we
discover that the police are destroying the
news-gathering capabilities of the press by
inexcusable impersonations.
We are convinced that continued
falsification of press credentials has the
potential for irreparable damage to the
credibility of the press and we demand that
such police misconduct be harshly dealt with
in the future.

1
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WOR.LD NEWS

Lobo Review

Letters arf! wekoml!, and sboald
be no longer .than 250 wo~ tn>ewrltt..n, double apa.:ed. Name, WePhone number and addrea m""t be
included, althou~rh name wiD be
withhold upon nque.t.

Cuban Economics

Merryweather rSuper Jam'
Three of the eleven musicians
featured on the Merryweather
album provide its saving grace:
Charlie Musselwhite, Barry
Goldberg and Steve Miller. Upon
spying their names on the jacket I
immediately thought, "This can't
be a complete loss, with three
guys of their talent in the group."
However, they are featured the
least. Since they performed in and
had a hand in writing only four of
the 14 cuts, I can't escape the
suspicion that they put in an
appearance just to add selling
power to the album.
Musselwhite's "Hello Little
Girl,; and "Rough Dried Worrian"
are two of the three really good
numbers in the album, and they
are so, entirely because of his
presence. In fact, they would both
be much better if backed by his
own rather than the Merryweather
group. Ed Roth throws a decent
piano into the first tune, but his
organ on the latter, as well as the
rest of the backing, is superficial
and uninspired.
Charlie's vocals are the only
ones on the album that don't turn
me off, and his mouth harp
provides some of the few flashes

of real enjoyment to be had. He is
one of the best white bluesmen
around, and these two cuts are the
only ones that come close to
saying something; the rest of the
numbers wander around and don't
leave you with any kind of a
feeling.
"We Can Make It" is the other
decent number, wriUen by Barry
Goldberg and Steve Miller. Miller
isn't the most moving vocalist
you've ever heard, but the tune
roi.Is right along. Not outstallding,
but kind of nice.
The album takes its name from
Neil Merryweather, who
contributes (?) on ten of the
vocals and plays bass on every
number but one. That may be one
of the major defects of the album.
But he does get off a half·way
deceht effort on "Hooker Blues,"
and reaiJy holds it together with
his bass playing.
This is a. nice album, once you
get used to it (i.e., at least ten
playip.gs). But unless you're
wealthy enough to buy every
album around, or are easily
entertained, pass it up,

the United States; the loss of
managerial and technical people
To the Editor:
to emigration> the complete
Mr. Marlowe's column on Cuba incompetence of data-gathering,
of Nov. 4 was indeed both tangled planning, and management; and
and biased. In order to understand the refusal, partly for ideological
what is happtlning in the Cuban reasons, to make use of material
economy one has to distinguish incentives.
clearly between questions of
Of course it is inevitable that
production and questions of
be a considerable period of
there
distribution of the economic
dislocation
after a revolution. It
product. As far as distribution is
concerned, it is clear that the took over 20 years for production
lower one·fourth of the to recover after the Mexican and
population in social and economic Russian Revolutions. Accordingly,
terms has benefited appreciably it is quite likely that after Cuba
from the policies of the davelops a new generation of
Revolutionary government, in technicians and managers
health, education, and services economic production will regain
available. However, it is certainly and surpass pre·Revolutionary
not true that "Cuba has the levels. It has certainly not yet
highest agricultural • industrial done so and is not likely to do so
growth rate in Latin American" for some years.
unless . the figures have bcell
The question of the political
juggled by taking one of the
costs and benefits of the
disastrous years shortly after the Revolution raises rather different
revolution as the base of questions from those discussed
measurement, In fact Cuba is one
above. However, since Mr.
of the four countries in Latin Marlowe mentioned the
America (the others are Haiti
Committees for the Defense of
Uruguay, and Argentina) which the Revolution, membership in
do not l1ave a record of at least which amounts to more than 25%
some economic growth over the of the population, it should be
last ten years. As Mr. Marlowe noted that a more important
mentioned, although apparenUy
functioll of the committees than
without ·seeing its implications
"arranging
neighborhood parties"
the productivity of industry i~
is to exercise surveillance so as to
very low and the economic plans detect counter-revolutionary
adopted have been unsuccessful. behavior
and attitudes. ·
There are a variety of reasons
for this: the economic boycott by
Martin C. Needler
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Will Be Formed in Spring

By JIM HECK
College Press Service
SAN FRANCISCO- (CPS) -The State Administration
has devised a new tactic in quashing in student dissidence. It's
rather old-fashioned and comes right from the home: tighten
up the purse strings.
Two major California state colleges are utilizing the tactic.
At San Francisco State, President S.I. Hayakawa is holding
more than $40,000 in student allocations from the student
government and at San Jose State College funds are being
held back from a slate of black candidates that swept stu(jent
government elections there last April.
Student Taxes
In California colleges there is no tuition but student fees
are explicitly directed to various departments. The student
government is allocated a certain share in this "tax", but a
recent State Attorney General's ruling gave the presidents of
state colleges virtual last say on whether or not to hold up
student fees.
At SF State last year, radicals swept all but one of the
student government posts, but Hayakawa had voided the
election before it was held. Most of the 39 candidates had
been suspended or expelled along with 400 others on
Hayakawa 's black list.
The tam-o-shanter president rigged up another election
that got very little support. The candidates were moderate to
conservative and the elected president of the student body
supported Hayakawa. Hayakawa went to court and in two
successive rulings validated the election and got control over
the monies allocated to the student government.
Even though the new student government was not hostile
to Hayakawa, the president refused to release the $40,000. In
a compromise gesture, the student government requested
$9000 last week in order "to continue to operat.e at all." But
even though the request failed to insult or intimidate
Hayakawa, he gave it only $6800.

Editor:

NEW MEXICO LOBO

U Regents Approve Separate GSA

Allocations Held Up
In what appears to be a following of Hayakawa's financial
tactics, San Jose State president William Burns held up
monies ostensibly because the black slate of candidates got
less than a majority vote. The black slate won 41 per cent,
SDS received 20 per cent, and various other groups mustered
the rest.
Under a ruling that followed the election, a run-off was to
be held between the two highest winners. SDS refused to
participate, however, and Burns interpreted this as
stalemating the election. As a result he has held up all the
student allocations from student government.
Robert 0. Kelly, the 29-year old presidential candidate,
on the black slate, finally appealed personally to the
13-campus board of trustees at their meeting this week. The
board played ignorant. to the goings on and passed a study
over to Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
Meanwhile Bums has called for an entirely new election
Nov. 15-16, days that conveniently fall on this month's
march in support of the moratorium.

'

By CHARLES ANDREWS
''Merr:vweather/Word of
Mouth" (Capitol, STBB·278) is a
"Two Record Super-Jam,"
according to the jacket. A
super-jam supposedly occurs when
a number of famous musicians get
together to see what they can do.
What they can do usually is not
noteworthy. (Pardon the pun.)
What comes out of a super·jam
session usually is not the sum
total of the talents of the
• musicians gathered. This album is
no exception.
The concept is great, but it
rarely comes off as anticipated.
The most obvious reason is that
the people have not had the
opportunity to play 'together
more than a few days, or even
hours, in some cases.
The reality of this situation,
however, seems to be that while
you may indeed hear some
talented individual musicianship,
beyond that there is something
most definitely missing. You can
apply whatever label you want to
that missing ingredient; it is the
result of the artists not knowing
each other, not having any kind of
identity and direction as a group.
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The formation of a separate
UNM graduate student
government was approved by the
Regents last S&turday after a
prolonged hour and one·half
debate,
The organiz&tion, to be called
the Graduate Student Association
(GSA) was approved on a 3·1
vote. It had earlier been approved
by the University faculty and had
the "reluctant" approval of the
administration.
Under the plan approved by
the Regents, the GSA will be
established in the spring semester.
Officers for the new organization
will be elected sometime before
the Christmas break, Dick Elliot,
president of the current Graduate
Student Council (GSC), said.
Fuzziness
UNM President Ferrel Heady
told the Regents his
recommendation for approval was
"reluctant, hesitant, and
uncertain" but that it should be
approved. He added there were
problems of both a technical and
a constitutional nature which
would have to be solved if the
GSA were created,
He questioned whether or not
the GSA constitution could be
approved without first approving
amendments of the current

ASUNM constitution,
Marion Cottrell, chairman of
the Faculty Policy Committee,
told the Regents, however, the
current ASUNM gove,rnment was
designed as an undergraduate
organization and he saw no need
to amend their constitution.
Heady also told the Regents
there "is a little fuzziness" about
how the GSA will be funded
during their first semester of
operation. The recommendations
of the .Faculty Policy Committee
which were approved by the
faculty, administrations and
regents say "the ASUNM budget
f.or 1969·70 should not be
adversely affected by the creation
of a separate graduate student
government."
No Debate
Under the plan all graduate
students who are currently paying
an activity fee to the ASUNM will
continue to do so for the
remainder of this year.
Heady also said the new
government would create
problems in collection of activity
fees which will "be fairly costly."
The new government will require
that a "re-programming of
computers" be done, but it "is my
understanding that the new
graduate student government will

l-le.ady Signs Statement,
Urges Vietnam Withdrawal
UNM President Ferrel Heady
has endorsed a statement signed
by 7 9 college presidents urging
President Nixon to adopt a
"stepped up timetable for
withdrawal from Vietnam."
In a memo to Bill Pickens,
co-chairman of the UNM Vietnam
Moratorium Committee, Heady
said "I endorse the enclosed
stat~ment which appeared in the
Chronicle of Higher Education on
Oct. 20."
The statement, which was
mailed to Nixon, says in part, "We
speak as individuals who work
with young men and women. The
universities and colleges which we
serve take no positions as
institutions on the Vietnam war;
these are pluralistic communities
where men speak for themselves
alone on off-campus issues.
"Like ourselves, the vast
majority of the students with
whom we · work still want to
believe in a just, honest, and
sensitive America. But our
military engagement in Vietnam
now stands as a denial of so much
that is best in our society.
More and more, we see the war
deflecting energies and resources
from urgent business on our own
doorsteps. An end to the war will
not solve the problems on or off
the campus. It will, however,
permit us to work more
effectively in support of m?re
peaceful priorities. Far from ~em,g
depressed about our natmn s
future and our institutions'
future we see bold opportunities
ahead 'once the divisiveness of this
war is in the past."
The statement concludes, "We
urge upon the President of the
United States and upon Congress
a stepped·up timetable for
withdrawal from Vietnam. We
believe this to be il1 our country's
highest interest, at home and
abroad."
Among the presidents signing
the statement were the presidents

of Stanford, Notre Dame,
Brandeis, Wellesley, Boston
University, Brown, Villanova,
Harvey Mudd, Columbia, Cornell,
Duke, and Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT).
Heady was unavailable for
additional comment on his signing
of the statement.
r----
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PREPARATORY COURSE
NEW AT FLAIR
Stimulating • Adventurous
Glamorous
FLAIR CAREER COLLEGE
0801 Candalaria NE 206-5511

assume the cost" of . GSA, ASUNM, • and Harold
re-programming.
Lavendar, vice president of
John Heide, vice president of student affairs.
the Graduate Student Union
Administrative Vice President
spoke f;lgainst the propor,al and Sherman Smith interjected that
urged its defeat because a poll of these questions were more than
graduate students in which the "just mere details." He added that
GSA constitution was approved "there are all matter of questions
"was completed before classes which don't relate to fees but do
began and because there had been relate to University gove17nance."
no prior announcement of the
Regent Norris Bradbury agreed
poll or any chance to debate the and said "we are dealing with a
measure."
problem on a piecemeal basis wich
Heide said the poll did not is wrong." He said the ad hoc
reflect the wishes of many committee on University
graduates and that many who had governance, which the faculty has
voted did not know what they said they are opposed to, should
were voting on.
be implemented as soon as
Cottrell, however, disagreed possible to "provide solutions for
and said a study of the polling problems such as this."
procedures and the actual
questions used in the referendum
indicated "a high degree of
Largest Selection
participation and that they knew
what they were voting on."
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera
Color
Governance
Paint
*Spray
Cottrell added once the
*Glitter
question of fee structures was
*Brushes
worked out, the other "details" of
·student representation on
Discount Price!
committees and cooperation
LANGELL'S
betwee.n the two student
2510 Central S.E.
governments should be worked
Across From Johnson Gym
out in conference between the

•

•

kopy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit .
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RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

I)IAL 247-4347

FIRST AND GOLD

Popejoy

HaU

AND THE CoLTU~L PRoGRAM CoMMITrEE
PRESENT
TRAVEL-ADVENTURE-NEWS FILMS

m

CON~
FltEE I'AaKING

TEMPOR.lRV

EXTEMPOR.-~NIA.
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overwhe(mfng
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WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12-7:30

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
(TORN BETWEEN TWO WORLDS)
AND SPEClAL DOCUMENTARY.
PRAGUE-suMMER oF TANKS
(THE RUSSIAN INVASION)

NON._.
ESSENTIAlS

THURSDAY, NOV. 13-7:30
PRAGUE~Sm.rMER oF

TANKs

PARIS-THE STUDENT REVOLT
·~

I
Burritos
Chiliburgors

ADMISSION~AbULTS $1.50, FAC.jSTAFF $1.25
STUDENTS $1.00

OPEN

II A.M.
DAILY

,'
1j

TELEPHONE 277·3121
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·Sweatshirts

Records.
from $1.98

from
$1.95!

Jazz, Classical
and Pop!

Plastic

Murals 49"x22" .·

Playing Cards

'

All $2.95
Zodiac

2 Decks, 69c

$1.25!

Hardcover
Books

Prints by
"

World of Ancient Rome $14.95
Picasso Linocuts $7.95
African Masks $2. 95
Passo~er

Plot $1.98
Best of Beardsley $3.9B

Picasso

Wyatt

'

and Others
. $1.25
Down!!tairs ---Student Union Building

'
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Minorities
ay

UNM

Irrelevant:
:To Needs

Members of UNM's minority groups agreed
Thursday that the White Anglo-Saxon middle
class university has little relevance for
minority groups,
Representatives from the Black Student
Union (BSU), United Mexican-American
Students (UMAS), and Kiva Club spoke
before a graduate level class in educational
administration, The cla&s is taught by Vice
President for Student Affairs Harold
Lavender.
UMAS representative Evans Garcia said,
"something is wrong with the American
educational system; the system isn't right for
chicanos,"
"Looked Down Upon"
He said Mexican-Americans are looked
down upon at UNM, which he called a
"middle class institution.''
Garcia said only six percent of all
Mexican-Americans entering the school
graduate from UNM, He said ten to 12
percent of the University population are
chicanos. He said if Mexican-Americans are
not from the middle class, they "feel lost"
when they come to the University.
Garcia said UMAS has tried to establish an
identity group for .Mexican-American
student!!. He said UMAS is trying to "make
the Un ···ersity amenable to change, so it will
'serve' Mexican-Americans."
"Qualify" University
He mentioned special advisory programs,
bi-lingual education, and a chicano studies
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program as possibilities for making the and toward "eliminating and solving the
University "qualified" to teach problems of blacks" at the University in social
Mexican-Americans.
·
· and academic areas.
Conroy Chino, a representative of the Kiva
BSU member Barbra Brown said the white
university is not relevant to the "black society Club said the University is irrelevent because
the college student comes from, and eoes back it is '"in the middle of reservations, and all it
to." She said the white university "doesn't has is a museum." He said there are. "people
paint a true picture about what the black behind the artifacts,'' and the University
should help Indian communities.
community is like.''
He suggested the University become an
She said UNM's curricula is "irrelevant" to
black student8, there are not enough black "intermediary" between the tribes and the
faculty and administrators at Ul'jM, and the community.
University should start a black studies
Foreigners"
program staffed by black professors and
He
said
Indians
feel like "foreigners in our
administrators.
own land," and the University should help
"Alienated"
Indian students "feel aware of our own
She said the lack of black faculty and selves." Chino said the Kiva Club is helping
administrators makes University blacks feel Indian students gain a sense of identity, as
"alienated to the administration," and they well as trying to establish an Indian studies
·
''can't identify with anyone on the faculty or department at UNM.
Representatives from SDS, ~nd the Student
administration."
Miss Brown said a black studies department Organizing Committee (SOC) addressed the
staffed by black people would give UNM's group.
Dave McCormick, a representative from
blacks an identity base, and would give a true
picture of the black community, She said the SDS said the group is a "primary force among
department would also help white people to the ~tudent population for socialism.'' He said
live in the black community, or in an SDS is trying to "develop political
integrated community.
consciousness" among American students.
Larry Russell, an SOC representative, said
Miss Brown said the University's Minority
Council has taken steps to lessen the Blacks' the group is an "activist organization," trying
to "get out and work in a situation, and bring ·
feelings of alienation at UNM.
about change."
Social, Academic Problems
Representatives from ASUNM, the
She said the BSU is currently working Graduate Student Council, and the
toward a black studies department at UNM, International Center also spoke to the class.

NSA Secures TWA Plane

ASU Beats The·Tar
Out: of l-lapless NM

''Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Menaul N.E. 2684147

!

Private-Persona I

When dreams turn to reality • •
Let us in on your plans.

A thought for the day: Carl
Shurtz said, "Our country right or
wrong ...when right, to be kept
right. When wrong, to put it
right."

• •

Now five companies' selections await you.

Goldfashion

UNM Will Host
Spanish Meeting
UNM will provide facilities for
a conference of Spanish-American
'students from colleges in the state
on Dec. 13, said Vice President
for Student Affairs Harold
Lavender.
He said the conference is an
l!ffort on the part of those with
Spanish surnames to get Spanish
surnamed students together.
The conference was proposed
by Spanish students and agreed to
by the administration, Lavender
said. He added the program will
be planned by the students.
Lavender, UMAS member Ed
Benavidez, and another UMAS
member leave today on a tour of
the state to talk to college
administrators and students about
the proposed conference.

Arizona State's Coach Frank
Kush was pleased with much of
his team's performance Saturday
afternoon but was not entirely
satisfied with everyone.
"New Mexico played a real fine
football game until the third
quarter," said Kush, "and then we
broke it open."
"I was pleased with our
defense," noted the fifth leading
coach nationally in winning
percentage. "It's been improving
all year but it's still a question
mark."
"I also thought Art Malone had
a good game (50 yards)," said
Kush of his All-WAC fullback.
"He's never given us a bad ball
game. In fact, he's the best senior
we've ever had at ASU and is the
key to our whole ball club."
Kush was disappointed with
some of his team, though,
particularly his young offensive
line and quarterback Joe
Spagnola. As we were talking to
Kush outside the ASU locker
room, Spagnola, born in Naples,
Italy, walked outside wearing a
flashy wardrobe that would have
done justice to Joe Namath.
"We're disappointed with Joe

Love bright

Premier

~~Cf!J-Cf6~

OKIE'S

ARIZONA STATE
NEW :MEXICO
12
fimt downs rushing
9
8
flmt downs pBSBing
8
1 •
fimt downs by penaltiw
0
21
total first downs
17
58
rushing attempts
57
299
yards gained rushing
228
yards lost rushing
72
28
271
net yards rushing
156
10-20·0
J>B88ing
13·30-3
203
yarda PBSBing
185
474
total offense
341
37
return yardage
32
7-42.0
punts-average
6-41.8
7-li5
penalties-yards
2-10
2-5
fumbl..,..lost
3-6

MEXICO CITY - A team
whose heaviest player weighed
only 175 pounds defeated UNM's
Wolfpups, 31·24 here, Saturday
afternoon.
The freshmen's loss came at
the hands of the University of
Mexico and ended a disappointing
season for the Tups. Before the
season began, the frosh were being
touted as the best yearling team in
UNM history.
But after winning their first
two, including an impressive
17·14 victory over Arizona, the
'Pups faded in the stretch and

wound up the year with a
disappointing 2·2 record.
Against the smaller Mexicans,
UNM compiled more yards i11
total offense, 429·327, but the
most important statistic was in
the fumble column where the
Tups lost three of four. Mexico
had no fumbles.
The victory was- UM's first of
the year against two losses. Frosh
Coach Dale Perini said the altitude
hurt his team and · necessitated
more substitutions than he had
made in previous games.

"The Unusual as Usual'•
6609 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.
TELEPHONE 268-4480
(ac~ Menaul from Coronado Center)

Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations & 'TailorinQ

ASU-Demory 63 Pll!ls from Spagnola
(Gallardo kick)
ASU-Brunson 10 pass from Spagnola
(Gallardo kick)
ASU-Dragon 19 PB88 from Hurst
(Gallardo kick)
N:M-Fu!ler 26 run (Hartshorne kick)
ASU-.Tulian 6 interception return (Gal·
lardo kick)
NM-M.eBee 6 pnss from Long (Hart.
shorne kick)
Attendnnce-10,903

Phone 877-l 034

WEDEL'YN

ski dorm
8 mi. from Taos Ski Valley

rates: $2.00 with sleeping bag
$4.00 for bed

meals i:t trans. to i:t from slopes
available
P.O. DOX 121 Arroyo Seco, N.M.
Phone (505) 776-2924

oppo,luailies
willa
A

Subsidiary

of Standard Oil Company

ENGINEER&

(Indiana)

NOVEMBER 11 AND 12:

Senior and Graduate MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL, and CIVIL for permanent
engineering positions responsible for drilling, pr<;>ducing, and gasoline plant operations.

I
f

Country Barn

The Company offers outstanding engineering and management careers.

GEOPHYSICISTS

I'

NOVEMBER 11

.J

Barn Burger Special

Senior cind Graduate students with majors in GEOLOGY, PHYSICS, ELECTRICAL EN-

Every Monday 9 AM to 12 PM

GINEERING, and Mathematics for petroleum exploration Geophysicist positions. The
Geophysicist plays a vital role in Pan American's expanding exploration program.

only

39c.

HEAR AT

10¢ BEER

Two Patties of Beef, Lettuce, Tomatoes and Cheese

10 II MONTE VISTA NE
2.55-1695
. (near Girard and Central)

l:·tery Wed. 5-6 fiM

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

Pina Slices 15¢

1400. Central SE Across From Campus

Central At Univetsity

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

jEWELERS

FASHION CLJ;ANERS

this season,'' said Kush even
though the Junior completed 8 of
14 passes for 175 yards against
the Lobos. "He's going with a
Playboy Bunny from the Phoenix
10% Student Discount
CHAPARRAL KERI HATTOX, a pretty
club and he hasn't played well for
sophomore from Albuquerque, flashes a smile as the
us this year. She's got him going
in circles."
Lobos cut ASU's lead to 6·3 early in the second
1349 San /vlateo S.E.
quarter. Keri's smile was only temporary, though, as
Among the Lobo players Kush
255-2700
the Lobos eventually went down to defeat at the
was impressed with, he listed
Houston Ross, Tommy McBee,
hands of the Devils, 48·17. ~-::;=;=:---o=~:;;;;;iiiiiiiiii!ii===~~~~~~~~~ --..,
and Sam Scarber as being "real
Adzona
State
good athletes."
6 7 28 7-18
Dune Buggy Bodies
0 3 7 7-17
''I know New Mexico's New :Mexico
VW Parts-All Accessories
disappointed with the game,'' said
ASU-Buchnnan 1 run (kick failed)
N:M-FG Hartshorne 19
Kush, "but I thought from a
RODGERS & CO. INC.
ASU-Malone 1 run (Gnllnrdo kick)
spectator's standpoint it was a
ASU-Bucbnnan
18
run
(Gallardo
kick)
2615
Isleta
Blvd.
SW
very interesting game.''
5250 lomas Blvd. NE

Socialite
Columbia

1:).

Wolfpups

1

TO HEAR FM STEREO

1:).

Beaten
By Little Mexico

· Marlin 1\•yen

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity Estufa stands amid the destruction
caused by the widening of University Boulevard. The vigorous efforts
of the Pikes saved their secret meeting house from the bulldozers to
which even the venerable Okie Joe's fell prey.

THE "FUN" WAY

l:J..

Kush Is Cautiously l-lappy
i

Estufa

1

***

' i

leave Kennedy Airport at 5:55
p.m. and arrive at the Sunport at
9:25 p.m. on Jan. 3. Total cost of
the round trip, reserved seat flight
is $182.70, tax included.
There is still room for people
to sign up for the Los Angeles and
Chicago flights, NSA coordinator
John Martone said. Flight 187 to
Los Angeles will leave here on
Dec. 19, at 7:40p.m. and arrive in
Los Angeles at 8:35 p.m. The
return flight, 27 2, will leave at
7:45 p.m. on Jan. 4, 1970 and
arrive in Albuquerque at 10:19.
Total cost: $77.70.
Flight 292 to Chicago will
leave on Dec, 19 at 5:30p.m. and
arrive at 8:56 p.m. in Chicago.
The return flight, 169, will leave
. on Jan. 4, 1970 at 7:40, arriving
at the Sunport at 9:29p.m. Total
cost: $117.60.
ChecKs may be made payable
to the National Student
Association.

UNM's cross-country team
finished a disappointing seventh in
the WAC championships held over
the week-end at Salt Lake City.
Coach Hugh Hackett's harriers
finished first last year and had
won three WAC crowns in the
four previous seasons. The 1969
championship trophy went to
unbeaten UTEP who will be listed
among the favorites for the
national title later this month in
New York City.
"We're a young team,'' said
Hackett shortly after his team
arrived back from Utah and a
rainy and snowy trip. "I hate to
lose but at least I don't feel too
bad when I lose with a young
team like this one. Before the
season started, we had almost no
experience at all from last year."
Hackett will now begin
full-time work with his
talent-laden track team and their
meet in
·

Hey Ed?ie," asked a Phoenix sports writer with ten
mmutes left m the fourth quarter, "Did you notice that some
of the fans are staying in the stands to avoid the traffic rush
out in the lot?"
. "Yeah," quipped Edd'J.e Groth, UNM's sports information
drrector, "We always send our traffic policemen home at the
end of the third quarter."
. Saturday was the kind of afternoon when few spectators
stayed around for the final gun as Arizona State clobbered
the Lobos, 48-17, with more speed and power than the
out-manned Lobos could meet.
"Arizona State is a fine football team and maybe the best
team we've played so far," said a disappointed Coach Rudy
Feldman after the final gun had. sounded. "We made an awful
number ?f mistakes," said Feldman. "They used our three
fumbles m our first three poSsessions during the second half
to break the game open."
• '

For Christmas Vacation
A TWA Christmas flight to
New York has been secured by
the National Student Association
(NSA) in addition to the flights
already planned to Los Angeles
and Chicago.
Flight 170 will leave for New
York on Dec. 20, at 8:15a.m. and
arrive at Kennedy
at 2:57
·
The
will

Lobo Harriers
Finish Seventh

with a Special Country Barn Sauce

ARRANGE NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE
PLACEMENT CENTER

PAN AMERICAN PETROLE.UM CoRPoRATioN
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNlTV EUPLOVER
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Pablo Neruda
Poetry by Pablo Neruda, read
in Spanish and English, and a
movie "I Am Pablo Neruda" will
be presented Nov. 11-12 at the
Old Town Studio,
The poetry readings will begin
at 8 p.m. Admission is $1 for
students, and $1.50 for adults.
Old Town Studio is located on
Rio Grande Blvd. NW.

named assistant dean. of students
at UNM.
Schulte, a 1964 graduate of
Raton High School, received a
bachelor of arts degree in business
administration at UNM in
January. He has since attended
graduate courses in business for a
semester and spent four months
on active duty with the 'Air
National Guard.

Pedagogy
UNM anthropology professor
Bruce Rigsby will lecture on the
"Nominal Incorporation and the
Ergative in a Pacific Northwest
Language" Tuesday evening, Nov,
11.
Rigsby's lecture will be held at
7:30 p.m. in the Anthropology
building, Room 36 and is one of
the seminars in Linguistic
Language and Pedagogy.

New Dean
Robert

Schulte has been

Parking
Three campus parking lots will
be designated exclusively student
lots within about a week, Campus
Planning Committee member Tom
Hogg announced yesterday.
The three student lots will be
the dirt lots located immediately
adjacent to the Union on the
west, west of the Fine Arts
Center, and east of Mesa Vista
dorm. All three lots have been
designated open lots so far this
year.
Hogg said the lots will be
graded once a week and will not

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: ?c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. I! ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
per word nnd the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pa)'lllent must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

I)

PERSONALS

DO YOU BITE your nails 1 Would you
like to stop 1 A limited number of Peo·
Pic are being accepted in an exp~rimcnt
to stop nail biting. Under the auspices
ol UNM Psychology Dept. Call Mr.
Stephen, 277-2103 for appointment. 11/11
DEADLINE for inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
69 MIRAGE are now on sale for $5-rm.
205, .Journalism Bldg.

1968 HONDA SCUAMBLER 125-excellent
cond. 2 helmets. $326. 243-0846, 11/10
1965 TRIUMPH 650 oc. Call 842-1816 or
842-9842 between 6·10. 11/12

TWO RIDERS to Minnesota. Leave 11/21,
return 11/29. Shnrc gas. 877-1792. 11/14
CHRISTMAS-shop the easy Avon way
from your campus A\•on representative.
Call Margaret at 242-6407. 11/13

JOB OPPORTUNITY: Mayor. Over a
dozen vaenncies created this year by
voluntary drop outs. Qualifications: thick
skin, endless patience, Degree in Con ..
frontation. Minor in Jnw nnd order nlso
he]pfuJ.. Intere.itOO? Meet lour retiring
H A R P E R' S MAGAZINE, America's
First 1\fonthly. On sale now.

FOUND: leather case with key on lawn
outside Sara RcynoJds Hull, morning o!
Oct. 28. 842·1369.
LOST Wed. night in the univeraity area:
blncl:, female kitten with olive green
eyea, about six months old. No collar.
Reward. 842-6418.
LOST: NOTEBOOK, MATH 265. Please
call Dav.: Thomas, 242-6424, Reward.
ll/l9
LOST: URGENT-Art Ed lesson plans in
manila fold<r. 242-1857 evenings. 11/13

3)

SERVICES

IRONING-humane rates, pickup and delivery. Bai<Worm and W83berwoman Ltd.
247-8737. 11/6
LOVING CHILD CARE, day or night.
247-8737. 11/21
WILL SIT your small child and park your
car. 1625 Roma NE. 11/21

5)

FORSALE

LIGHTBULBS on sale by Phi Delta Tbctnj
Will deliver. Let the Phi Delfs light
your way. 243-0066.
FOR SALE: 1942, 45 Harley Davidson
with extended front end, custom seat,
bar and tank set up. Top end recently
worked over. Needs a. few very minor
jobs done. $2I8. Owner also is looking
for a Harley rigid frame for a 74.
Phone 277-5011 Grant after 6 p.m. Monday through Thursday and Sunday after-

noon.

'65 PLYMOUTH FURY III, 383. Loaded.
New tires. $1250. 243-7168.

IIIJIIIIJIJ/IIlllllflllllllllll/lllllllllllllllll/llllll/lli/HIIHIJIJIIIIIIIIIJIJIIUIIIIII/Jiliiii/J/111/JIJIJn

TWO small wooden ART CASES with
handles, $2 eaoh: one large nlelal painting or drawing case with handle. ;s: one
Jnrge drn.wing board with handle and cup,
$3,50. Call weekends or after 9 p.m. daily
265-6548.

EMPLOYMENT

:ry

Rentals

Free Estimates
265-5901

Tuesday, November 11, 1969

Gen.E, ChE (BS, MS, PhD), Math (MS,
PhD), Physies (BS, MS, PhD)
Pan American Petroleum CorporationME, EE, ChE, CE (BS, 1\IS)-Geo!ogy,
Math, EE (BS, MS, PhD)
Control Data Corporation-EE, Math,
Computer Sci. (BS, MS), ME, Phys~cs
(BS)
Koppers Company, Inc. & Sin,clqir-Kop ..
pers Co.-chE, CE, ME, EE, Chern. (BS)
Wednesday, November 12
Pam, American Petroleum Corporation
-chE, ME, EE, CE (BS, MS)
Humble Oil & Refining Company-chE,
ME, CE, EE CBS, MS, PhD)

ILarge Luaeh at OKIE'S I
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st~tement and details to the final schedule for the Nov. 13 and 14
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Large Pizza • Large Pitcher ol Beer I
!c
p.m. E.veryday I
1 Om bined Pric:e $J•·~
..,~ 12-2:oo
a $4.40 value
!

Vtetnam Moratorium.
The statement. re~ds: "As was our goal last Oct. 15, we again seek
to keep the public m Albuquerque aware of the Vietnam situation
and the terrible toll it has taken on all Americans.

I , ,

I' ;

Truman Street Chiropractic Clinic
gives special attention to
Students-Faculty & Staff

.'

:

't

'

I'

i

Dr. Silbaugh-Dr. Goforth
~or Appointment Call 2.5.5-71.55

Coffin March
A coffin will be carried from campus to the induction center
during the procession and those attending will place black or fresh
flowers in the coffin as part of the service at the center.
Tentative plans also include the use of two billboards one near
Winrock an.d the othPr near the Lobo theater, with a plea 'for peace.
The committee also hopes to sponsor a float in the homecoming
parade. The theme would be "For a REAL Homecoming, bring the
boys back."

~'

I,

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
•

CLASS IFICAliONS:
1. Persona Is
5. ForSale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

ENcLOSED$·---~

Against Continuation
";Although our. ~iews are strongly against its continuation, all we
ask IS that each Citizen come to an informed opinion as to whether
this war is in the best tradition or the best interests of this nation.
"The time for a decision on Vietnam is here, and we intend to
participate in it as we encourage all Americans- silent or otherwise
-to do."
Thursday, Nov. 13 the bell from the battleship New Mexico will
toll once every four seconds until each of the 40,000 American war
dead are honored, Later in the day a movable bell will be carried
through various parts of the city at the same time as educationru
information about the war is distributed.
San Francisco Bus
At 6 p.m. Thursday a bus will leave the campus headed for a San
Francisco demonstration - tickets for the trip costing $35. The trip
follows a rally in the Union.
Both Thursday and Friday black flowers demonstrating sorrow
for the war dead will be distributed.
Friday at 2:15 p.m. an informal procession will start from
Zimmerman field and continue downtown to the induction center
on 5th a!Jd Gold where at 3 p.m. Father Baca of the San Felipe
church Will read off the name of each New Mexico serviceman killed
in the war. A bell will be tolled after the reading of each name.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

PLACED BY_....__..___ _-,--._ __

New BCMC Contract
Might Be Given to U

The November Coalition to End The War yesterday released a

ANNOUNCEMENT

203 Truman NE -

No. 41

----------------------------------~------~--·----,----------------------------

nical Placement Officc--AE, IE. ME, EE,

333 Wyoming N.E.

268-4~15

Vol. 73

.SOl Yale S.E.
(Just .S blks, South
of Central)
Ask About Our 2¢ Discount
Per Galf<m

Foreign Car
Specialists
Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars
Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

IE, EE, CE, Ch(!m.,

(BS, MS)
Humble Oil & Refining Compnny-chE,
ME, CE, EE (BS, MS, PhD)
U.S. Army Material Command, Tech-

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
ond laundry

Welcome Lobos
For' All Your Car
Care Needs
Visit
JOHN'S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE

268-4589
Color Available

vision~hE, l\IE,

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED to sell
Volkswa~en bus tours of Europe in Sum..
mer_. 1976-$100.00 commis:don per snle.
Also, opportunities available. to drive
buses ns summer employment.. Write VW
Adventures, P ..O. Box 7999, Austin,
Texas, 18712.

Buck's

Tuesday, November 11
.
The Dow Chemieal Company, Texas Dl·

Committee Releases
Moratorium Schedule

..-.•-n-:.

Monday, Nov. 10
College or Nursing; Union, Room 253;
2 p.m.
Town Club; Union, Room 230~ 6:30p.m.
TQwn Club Pledges! Union, Room 231D; 6:30 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega; Union, Room 250D-E:
7 p.m.
SDS: Union, Room 129; 7 p.m.
Omega Psi Phii Union, Room 231A; 7

Counselor Always on Duly
2106 Cenlrol S.E.
247-0836

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Depooit
Lower Monthlv Rate

, Monday, November10
Caterpillar 'J'ractor Company-ChE, ME,
CE, EE (BS, 14S)
The Dow Chemical Company, Texas Division-chE, ME, IE, EE, CE, Ohern. (BS,
MS)
Computing & Software, Inc.-Math.,
PhYSical Sciences (BS)
U.S. Dept. of Tranaportntino, Bureau
of P~blic Roads-CE (BS, MS)
Dept, of the Army, Hct~dquarters U.S.
ArmY Air Defense Center & Fort BllssEng·ineer, Accf;g,, Budget, Computer Prog.,
and/or Systems Analysis, Education, Man·
agement, Ana1yais, Pet·sonne], Procur~
mcnt, Safe~y and Supply
_
United States Air Force Recruiting, Officers Training Program-All majors
El Paso Electric Company-EE, ME,
(BS)
Xct'ox Corporation-Bus. Admin., Mnrk~
eting, Management, Fin/Econ.

IIJIIJIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/IIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

PART-TIME Ci\1\fPUS REPRESENTATIVE. Put up adv. posters, earn $5-$10
Per hour. No selling, Write Univ, Publications, Box 20133, Denver, Colo 80220
for details. 11/13

rr=RENT-A-TV==i\

-

CAlliNG U

Tuesday, Nov. 11
Reading of papers about visiting professor Michel Butor; Mitchell Hall, Room
110; 4:30 p.m.
Lecture, "Nominal Incorporation and the
Ergative in n. Pncific Northwest Language,"
Pro!. Bruce Rigsby; Seminar in Linguistic
Language and Pedagogy; Anthropology,
Room 36; 7:30 p.m.
Poetry rending and movie, -'I Am Pnblo
Neruda,": Old Towu Studio; 8 p.m.; $1 ndmission for students, $1.50 for adults.
Violin concert, Robert Soctcns, vJolin,
Minkn. Rousi.cheva, piano: Recital HaUj
8:16 p.m.; tickets available at the Popejoy Hall box office.

CAN USE two undergraduate men, with
car to help in my work. 25 hr.-$66.91 tn
start. Call Friday 3-5 p.m. only. 247-9003.
11/6

LOST & FOUND

Entry forms for UNM cpeds
who wish to enter the Miss Wool
of New Mexico pageant are
available in the dean of women's
office.
Entrants must have had one
year of college or more by June,
1970, be 5'6" tall or taller, wear a
size 10 dress, be between 18 and
25 years old, and unmarried. Two
girls from each state university
will be selected, said Mrs. Charles
Fuller, pageant co-ordinator.
The state competition will be
Dec. 5 in Roswell, New Mexico.
Miss Wool of New Mexico will
receive a $250 scholarship, and all
expenses to the national pageant.

1967 MUSTANG. 12,000 miles. Like new
298-4878. See anytime. Mel Daniels. 11/11

ROOM & BOAI\D FREE. Private kitchen
and bath and $15 exchange for babysitting. Five nights per week. Call 242-2445.
11/10

2)

Miss Wool

p.m.
Language nnd Area Center; Union Thea~
tcr; 8 p.rn.

6) .

and English-movie "I Am Pablo Nerudo.u· 8
p.m. Old Town Studio, Nov. 11, 12. 11/12

be paved because they are in areas
that will be occupied by new
buildings within the next three
years.

1961 CHRYSLER NEWPORT. Great cond(tion, air conditioning. 2 spkr. radio.
344-3654 after 4 pm.

Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pants,
Fringe Jnekcts, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.
SENIOR-Be sure and have your class
picture taken for the Mirage. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Call 2775743 to schedule it at your eonvenience.

POETI~Y READING-8J•anish

visi~ ~he

Recruiters repre•enting the followinll:
companies or nge':'cies will
Cente.r
to interview candidates for pos1t1ons:

Working control of the Bernalillo County Medical Center
(BCMC) may be turned over to UNM if a contract signed by
the UNM Regents and Bernalillo County Commission last
Saturday is approved.
The contract, which turns over all BCMC operations
except budget control to the University, must be approved
by the state Board of Educational Finance and the United
States Surgeon General before it can be put into effect.
Under the terms of the contract signed by Regent's
President Arturo Ortega, and County Commission Chairman
Ed Balcomb, UNM is responsible for staffing, administration
and maintenance of the BCMC and "its associated clinics and
emergency facilities."
The county shall be responsible for financing of the
medical center through its mill levy on Bernalillo county
residents, and have control of the budget.
A liason budget committee, consisting of one of the
Regents, a delegate appointed by the All-Indian Pueblo
Council, and a member of the County Commission will serve
as fiscal advisors to the UNM administrative staff.
If approved, the new agreement will eliminate the Board ·
of Trustees now administering BCMC operations and make
UNM the responsible legal governing board.
The contract was approved by the Bernalillo ·county
Commissioners last Monday and charges the University to
retain the "institutional identity" of the BCMC and apply the
same standards for admission of poverty patients as does the
county.
Under the agreement the BCMC physical plant and capital
equipment remain property of the count'IJ whereas all other
assets and liabilities, excepting bonded indebtedness,
workmen's compensation, and public liability claims incurred
prior to the acceptance date of the contract, will be
transferred to UNM.

The
Scourge
of The
Campus

,.

